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1. Introduction. In this paper we generalize the well-known theorem of

Hassler Whitney on Hamiltonian circuits of triangulations [2]. The methods

used are essentially the same as those of [2], but have been modified in detail

so as to be applicable to all planar graphs. The generalized theorem (Theorem

I below) asserts that any planar graph having a circuit has one satisfying cer-

tain specified conditions. For an important class of planar graphs, which

includes those studied by Hassler Whitney, these conditions require that the

circuit be Hamiltonian.

In the remainder of this introductory section we give formal definitions

of some of the terms to be used in the paper and then make a precise state-

ment of the main theorem.

A planar graph is a finite set of simple closed arcs, called edges, in the 2-

sphere such that any point of intersection of two distinct members of the set

is an end of both of them. The vertices of a planar graph are the ends of its

edges. Clearly any subset of a planar graph is a planar graph.

In accordance with this definition we say that two planar graphs meet'xl

they have a common edge and are disjoint if they have no common edge. Two

disjoint planar graphs may have one or more common vertices.

Let G be any planar graph. We denote the number of its vertices by ota(G)

and the number of its edges by «i(G). An edge A and a vertex a of G are

incident if a is an end of A. The degree d(a) of a vertex a is the number of

edges of G incident with a.

The complex \G\ of G is the union of the edges of G. A planar graph is a

circuit if its complex is a simple closed curve, and an arc-graph if its complex

is a simple arc. In the latter case we refer to the ends of the simple arc also as

the ends of the arc-graph and call the other vertices of the arc-graph its in-

ternal vertices. By a circuit or arc-graph of G we mean a subset of G which is

a circuit or arc-graph respectively. A circuit of G is Hamiltonian if it has each

vertex of G as a vertex. An edge of G which is not a member of any circuit of

G is an isthmus of G.

The vertices of attachment of a subset H of G are the common vertices of

H and G — H. We denote their number by w(H) and call it the attachment-

number of H. Clearly w(G — H)=w(H).

Let / be a circuit of G. A subset H of G — J is J-bounded if all its points of

attachment are vertices of J. We find that if G — J is non-null it has a unique
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expression as a union of disjoint minimal non-null /-bounded subsets of

G — J. These subsets of G — J are the bridges of J in G.

The complex | /| of a circuit / of G is a simple closed curve. We refer to

the residual domains of this curve in the 2-sphere also as the residual domains

of /, and say that J is the bounding circuit of each of them.

Let E be an edge of G not an isthmus and let D be a residual domain of a

circuit J of G such that F£J. Then D is a terminal domain of E if no circuit

of G containing £ has a residual domain which is a proper subset of D. If D

is a terminal domain of E then / is a terminal circuit of E. We find that E

has just two terminal domains. The corresponding terminal circuits may

or may not be distinct.

Fig. I

The main theorem of this paper is as follows.

Theorem I. Let G be any planar graph. Let E be an edge of G not an isthmus

and let E' be an edge distinct from E of a terminal circuit of E.

Then there exists a circuit J of G having the following properties:

(i) (E,E')EJ.
(ii) If B is a bridge of J in G then w(B) = 3.
(iii) If B is a bridge of J in G which meets a terminal circuit of E then

w(B)=2.

We illustrate this theorem in Figure I. There the terminal domains of E

are the shaded regions Di and Dj. The thick lines of the diagram define a

circuit / satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). The letter B indicates a bridge

of J having attachment-number 3 and not meeting a terminal circuit of E.
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At C we have a bridge of / which does meet a terminal circuit of E, and which

accordingly has the attachment-number 2.

2. Bridges. Let J be a circuit of a planar graph G.

From the definition of a /-bounded subset of G — J we readily deduce the

following propositions: G — J is /-bounded, the complement in G — Joi any

/-bounded subset of G — J is /-bounded, and any intersection of /-bounded

subsets of G — J is /-bounded.

We define a bridge of / in G as a minimal non-null /-bounded subset of

G — J. If A EG —J then the intersection of all /-bounded subsets of G — J

containing A is a bridge of / in G containing A, as is easily verified from the

propositions on /-bounded sets noted above. Hence if G — J is non-null it is

the union of the bridges of / in G. Moreover two distinct bridges of / in G are

disjoint since their intersection is /-bounded. Hence the bridges of /have

the properties specified in the Introduction.

(2.1) Let x and y be distinct vertices of a bridge B of J in G. Then there

is an arc-graph of B whose ends are x and y and which has no internal vertex in

common with J.

Proof. Let H be the union of all arc-graphs of B having x as one end and

having no internal vertex in common with /. Then H is non-null since x

is incident with at least one edge of B. Clearly x can be a vertex of attach-

ment of H only if it is a vertex of /.

Let z be any vertex of attachment of H distinct from x. Let C be any edge

of B — H incident with z and let t be the other end of C. There must be an arc-

graph L of H with ends x and z which has no internal vertex in common with

/. Now / is not x since the arc-graph { C) is not contained in H. Moreover t

is not an internal vertex of L. For otherwise if M is the set of all edges of L

between x and t then M\J{C) is an arc-graph of H, contrary to the definition

of C. Hence L\j\ C] is an arc-graph. Since it is not a subset of H it follows

that z is a vertex of /.

We deduce that H is /-bounded. Since it is non-null it is therefore identical

with B. Hence y is a vertex of II. The theorem follows.

(2.2) Let L be an arc-graph of G — J having no internal vertex in common

with J. Then L is a subset of some bridge of J in G.

Proof. Enumerate the edges of L, in the order of their occurrence in the

arc | L\, as ^4(1), • • • , A(k). For 1 = i = & let B(i) be the bridge of /contain-

ing A(i). If l=i<& then B(i) and B(i-\-l) are identical since they have a

common vertex which is not a vertex of /. The theorem follows.

(2.3) // B is a bridge of J in G then \ B\ meets just one of the residual do-

mains of J.

Proof. Let the residual domains of / be D and D'. Assume | B | meets

both. Since \B\ meets D some edge A of B meets D. This edge must lie

entirely in D save possibly for one or both of its ends. If both ends of A are

vertices of / then  {.4}  is /-bounded, B={A)  and  |5|P\£>' is null. We
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deduce that P has a vertex x in D. Similarly it has a vertex x' in D'. Any

simple arc in | B\ with ends x and x' must meet | J\. But this is contrary to

(2.1). The theorem follows.

If B is a bridge of J and \B\ meets the residual domain D oi J then we

say that B is a bridge over D.

(2.4) Let J' be a circuit of G having a residual domain D' which is a subset

of a residual domain D of J. Let B be a bridge of J over D such that some edge

A of B meets D'. Then there exists a bridge B' of J' over D' such that A GB'QB.

Proof. Let X be the set of all edges of B which meet D'. Since D' does not

meet | /| the vertices of attachment of X are all points of \J'\, that is X is

P-bounded. Let B' be the bridge of J' containing A. Then B' is over D'.

Moreover B'C\X is non-null and P-bounded and is therefore identical with

P'. Hence AGB'CZB.

Corollary. If in addition all the common vertices of B and J' are vertices

of J then B is itself a bridge of J' over D'.

For then B' is J-bounded and therefore identical with P.

3. Multiple connection. A planar graph G is n-separable, where n is any

non-negative integer, if it can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets H and

G — H, each having a vertex which is not a vertex of the other, such that

w(II) =w(G — H) %.n. The graph G is n-connected if it is not w-separable for

any non-negative integer m<n. Thus if j>k^0 and G is/-connected then

G is also ^-connected. An w-separable planar graph has two vertices separated

by not more than n others and an ^-connected one has no two vertices sepa-

rated by fewer than n others.

(3.1) Every circuit is 2-connected.

For a simple closed curve is connected, and its connection is not destroyed

by the removal of any one point.

(3.2) Let J be a circuit of a planar graph G and let B be a bridge of J in G.

Suppose there is a circuit K of G which meets both J and B. Then w(B) ^ 2.

Proof. BC\K and (G — B)P\K are complementary non-null subsets of P.

Since K is 2-connected they have at least two common vertices. But these

are vertices of attachment of B. Hence w(B) S; 2.

(3.3) 4 2-connected planar graph G such that ai(G) j^2 has no isthmus.

Proof. Suppose 4, with ends a and b, is an isthmus of G. Since G is not

0-separable we may suppose d(a)^2. Let Hbe the union of all the arc-graphs

of G which have a as an end and do not contain 4. Then H is non-null since

d(a) 3^2. It is clear that H and G — H have no common vertices other than

a and b. Hence, since G is not 1-separable, they have both these vertices in

common. It follows that there is an arc-graph L of H with ends a and b.

Then PU {A } is a circuit of G, contrary to the definition of A.

(3.4) If G is an n-connected planar graph such that ao(G)>n then d(a) 2:«

for each vertex a of G.
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Proof. Suppose G has a vertex a such that d(a) <n. Let H be the set of all

edges of G incident with a. Then a is a vertex of H but not of G — H. On the

other hand cto(H) ^d(a)-\-l and therefore G — H has a vertex which is not a

vertex of H. But w(H) =w(G — H)^d(a) <n, contrary to the hypothesis that

G is w-connected.

(3.5) Let B be a bridge of a circuit J of an n-connected planar graph G.

Then if w(B) <n one of the following alternatives is true:

(i) B has just one edge and both ends of this edge are vertices of J.

(ii) cti(J) =w(B) and B is the only bridge of J in G having more than one

edge.

Proof. It may happen that both ends of some edge A of B are vertices of

/. Then [A } is /-bounded and so B — {A }. In this case alternative (i) holds.

In the remaining case B has a vertex which is not a vertex of attachment.

Since w(B) <n the graph G is not w(B)-separated and therefore the only

vertices of G — B are the vertices of attachment of B. This implies that / has

just w(B) vertices and therefore just w(B) edges. Hence n>w(B)^2 and

so by (3.4) B has at least two edges. No bridge of / other than B can have

more than one edge, for such a bridge would have a vertex not a vertex of

attachment of B.

4. Terminal domains. Let G be any non-null planar graph.

An arc-graph L of G is joinable if there is a circuit / of G such that LC.J-

Thus if ££G the arc-graph {e} is joinable if and only if E is not an isthmus

of G.

Let L be a joinable arc-graph of G and let / be a circuit of G such that

LCZJ. Let the residual domains of / be D and D'. We call D a terminal domain

of L in G if there is no circuit K of G containing L such that some residual

domain of K is a proper subset of D. If either D or D' is a terminal domain of

L in G we call / a terminal circuit of L in G. Thus if E is an edge of G which is

not an isthmus the terminal domains and circuits of IE} agree respectively

with the terminal domains and circuits of the edge E as defined in the Intro-

duction.

If H is a subset of G and K is a subset of G — H we write p(H, K) for the

number of vertices of H which are vertices of K, and q(H, K) for the number

of vertices of attachment of H which are not vertices of K. Thus p(H, K)

+q(H,K)=w(H).
If Q is any circuit of G we define a transversal of Q as an arc-graph M of

G — Q such that the ends of M, but no other vertices of M, are vertices of Q.

If M satisfies this condition it is a subset of some bridge B of Q, by (2.2). If

B is over the residual domain D of Q we say M is a transversal of Q over D.

It then follows from (2.3) that | M\ is a simple arc whose ends are in | Q\

but which otherwise lies entirely in D, that is | M\ is a cross-cut in D.

(4.1) Let L be a joinable arc-graph of G, D a terminal domain of L, and J

the corresponding terminal circuit of L. Let B be any bridge of J over D. Then

p(B,J-L)^l.
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Proof. Suppose p(B, J—L)>\. Then there are two distinct common

vertices x and y of P and / which are not internal vertices of P. By (2.1) there

is a transversal M oi J over D with ends x and y. But there is an arc-graph

N of J with ends x and y such that LQN. Clearly MKJN is a circuit of G

containing L and one of its residual domains is a proper subset of D. This

contradicts the definition of D.

(4.2) 4 joinable arc-graph L of G has just two terminal domains in G. More-

over if J is any circuit of G which contains L and has residual domains D and

D', then one terminal domain of Lis a subset of D and the other is a subset of D'.

Proof. A circuit J oi G containing P exists. If its residual domains are D

and D' then, since G is finite, it follows from the definition of a terminal do-

main that there are terminal domains T and T' of P contained in D and D'

respectively. As P and T' occupy opposite sides of the arc \l\ any third

terminal domain T" of P must meet either T or T'.

Suppose T" meets P. Let K and K" be the bounding circuits of T and T"

respectively. If K" meets a bridge B of K over T then the non-null planar

graphs K"C\B and K'T\(G — B) have at least two common vertices since

K" is 2-connected by (3.1). Since LCP" neither of these is an internal vertex

of P. Hence p(B, P-P)^2, contrary to (4.1).

We deduce that | K"\ does not meet P. Hence P is a subset of a residual

domain of K". This residual domain must be T" since T" meets P. Thus

TQT" and therefore T" = T, since T" is a terminal domain of L. A similar

argument shows that if T" meets T' then T" = P'. This completes the proof

of the theorem.

If G is 2-connected then each edge of G has two distinct terminal domains,

by (3.3) and (4.2), provided that «i(G)^2. The terminal domains of the

edges of G do not meet | C7|, by (4.1). They may readily be identified as the

components of the complement of | G\ in the 2-sphere. These components are

often called the countries or regions of the map determined by G.

(4.3) Let B be a bridge over a residual domain D of a circuit J of G. Let x

and y be distinct vertices of attachment of B and let L be an arc-graph of J with

ends x and y. Let T be the terminal domain of L contained in D. Then there is a

transversal M of J over D, with ends x and y, such that I\JM is the bounding

circuit of T.
Proof. By (2.1) there is a transversal N oi J over D with ends x and y.

Then L\JN is a circuit of G with a residual domain D' contained in D. By

(4.2), TQD'. Now it is clear that the bounding circuit of T may be written

as L\JM, where M is an arc-graph of G with ends x and y. Since TQD' an

internal vertex of M is either an internal vertex of N or a point of D'. It is

therefore not a vertex of /. Moreover | M\ does not meet the residual domain

of / other than D. Hence If is a transversal of / over D.

Consider a bridge P of a circuit Q of G such that w(B) ^ 2. Let the vertices

of attachment of B be alt a2, • • • , a*. These vertices separate Q into k=w(B)
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disjoint arc-graphs Si, Si, ■ ■ ■ , St. We can adjust the notation so that the

ends of Si are a< and a,-+i for each i (with a*+i =ai). We call the arc-graphs S,

the segments of Q determined by B.

(4.4) Let B and B' be bridges of a circuit J of G over the same residual do-

main D of J. Suppose w(B) = 2. Then there is a segment of J determined by B

whose vertices include all the vertices of attachment of B'.

Proof. We may suppose w(B') ^2, for otherwise the theorem is trivial.

Suppose first that B' has a vertex of attachment b which is an internal

vertex of some segment Si of / determined by B. Assume that B' also has a

vertex of attachment c which is not a vertex of S,. Then B' contains a trans-

versal M' of / over D with ends b and c, by (2.1). Similarly B contains a

transversal M of / over D whose ends are the ends a,- and a,-+i of S,-. The two

arcs | M\ and | M'\ have a common point in D. This is impossible since B

and B' are distinct. So in this case the theorem is true.

In the remaining case each vertex of attachment of B' is a vertex of

attachment of B. Then we may suppose w(B) = 3, since otherwise the theorem

is trivial. Let b be a vertex of attachment of B', U and V the segments of /

determined by B which have b as an end, and a and c the other ends of U

and V respectively. Then a, b, and c are distinct since w(B) = 3.

Let F be the terminal domain contained in D of the joinable arc-graph

U\J V. By (4.3) its bounding circuit is of the form U\J V\JM, where M is a

transversal of / over D with ends a and c. The cross-cut | M\ separates D

into two simply connected domains F and F' whose bounding circuits are

U\JV\JM and {J-(U\JV))KJM respectively. Both \b\ and |S'| meet F
since b is a boundary point of F but not of F'.

By (2.2) M is a subset of some bridge C of / over D. We have C=B.

For otherwise, by the corollary to (2.4), B is a bridge over F violating (4.1).

But now (4.1) and the Corollary to (2.4) imply that B' is a bridge over F not

having both a and c as vertices of attachment. So by the definition of B' its

vertices of attachment are either the ends of U or the ends of V.

(4.5) Let L be a joinable arc-graph of G with ends a and b, and let E be the

edge of L incident with a. Let D be a terminal domain of L and D' the terminal

domain of E contained in D. Let J and /' be the bounding circuits of D and D'

respectively. Then there is at most one bridge B over D which meets J' and satis-

fies p(B, J-L)>0.
Proof. If x and y are distinct vertices of / we denote by N(x, y) the arc-

graph of / which has x and y as ends and includes E.

Let U denote the class of all bridges B over D which meet /' and satisfy

p(B, J-L)>0. UBGU then by (3.2) and (4.1) we have also q(B, J-L)>0.
If U is non-null we find, using (2.1), that there exist vertices x and y of /

with the following properties:

(i) x is a vertex of J—L,

(ii) y is an internal vertex of L,
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(iii) there is a transversal M(x, y) of / over D with ends x and y,

(iv) ai(iV(x, y)) has the least value consistent with (i), (ii), and (iii).

Let D(x, y) be the terminal domain of N(x, y) contained in D. By (4.2)

we have D'QD(x, y). By (2.2) and (4.3) we may suppose the transversal

M(x, y) chosen so that the bounding circuit of D(x, y) is M(x, y)VJN(x, y).

Let C be the bridge over D having M(x, y) as a subset.

Fig. II

Suppose BGU and that B^C. Then B includes an edge of G meeting

P(x, y), since P meets J' and D'QD(x, y). Hence B is a bridge over D(x, y),

by the corollary to (2.4). Since p(B, J-L)>0 and q(B, J-L)>0 it follows

from (2.1) and the choice of x and y that x and y are both vertices of B. But

this is contrary to (4.1). It follows that C is the only member of U.

5. Proof of Theorem I. For planar graphs in which each edge is an isthmus

Theorem I is without content. It is convenient to say that it is trivially true

for such planar graphs.

We denote by X the class of all planar graphs for which Theorem I is

true. We write Y for the class of all planar graphs G such that HGX when-

ever H is a planar graph having fewer edges than G. We note that GGX if

G is a planar graph satisfying ai(G) ^ 1.

If G is a planar graph, P a joinable arc-graph of G, and E an edge of

G — L, we denote by V(G, L, E) the class of all circuits J oi G having the

following properties:

(i) DJ{E}QJ,
(ii)  If B is a bridge of / then p(B, J-L)^3,
(iii) If P is a bridge of / meeting a terminal circuit of P then p(B, J—L)

= 2.

(5.1) Suppose GGY. Let L be a joinable arc-graph of G satisfying «i(P) ^2,

K a terminal circuit of L, and E an edge of K — L. Then V(G, L, E) is non-null.

Proof. Let the terminal domains of L be D and D', with bounding circuits

P and K' respectively.
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Let S be the set of all edges oi G — L having an internal vertex of L as

one end. We obtain a planar graph H from G — S by replacing the members

of L by the arc | P|, considered as a single edge. The same operation con-

verts any circuit Q of G such that LQQ into a circuit 0(Q) of H such that

\0(Q)\ =|(?l and therefore |P| GO(Q). It is clear that any circuit of H

which has \L\ as an edge is of the form 0(Q), where Q is a circuit of G such

that LQQ. It follows that the terminal domains of |P| in H are D and D'

and that the corresponding terminal circuits of |P| are 0(K) and O(K') re-

spectively.

Now «i(Pf) <ai(G) since «i(Z.) 2:2, and therefore HGX. Applying Theo-

rem I to H we find that there is a circuit J oi G containing L such that

0(J)GV(H, {\L\\,E).
Let B be any bridge of / in G. If PCS then P has at most one vertex not

an internal vertex of P, by (2.1). In the remaining case we write B' for the

non-null set B — (Br\S). This set is a bridge of O(J) in H. For any subset C

of B' which is 0(7)-bounded in H gives rise to a subset of B which is J-

bounded in G when we adjoin to it those members of S which are incident

with vertices of C not vertices of /. Since 0(J)GV(H, {|P| }, E) we have

(i) w(B') ^3 in H,

(ii) w(B') =2 in H if B' meets 0(K) or O(K').

Since neither K nor P' meets S we deduce that in each case p(B, J—L)^3

in G and further that p(B, J-L) =2 in G if P meets K or P'. But (|P|, E)

G0(J) and therefore DJ\E} QJ. It follows that JGV(G, L, E).

(5.2)  YQX.
Proof. Let G be any member of Y, E any edge of G not an isthmus, and

E' any edge distinct from E of some terminal circuit of P. We denote the

terminal domains of E by Pi and P2 and the corresponding terminal circuits

of E by Pi and P2 respectively, adjusting the notation so that P'£Pi.

Suppose {p, £'} is a circuit / of G. Then J has just two vertices and so

w(B)^2 for each bridge B of J. Using (3.2) we deduce that JGV(G, jp},

P'). Thus Theorem I holds in this case.

In the remaining case Pi has at least three edges. Hence we can find an

arc-graph L of Pi with ends a and a' having the following properties:

(i) (E,E')GL,
(ii) a is an end of E but not of E', and a' is an end of E' but not of P.

(See Figure III.)

Let the terminal domains of L be D3 and Dt. By (4.2) we can adjust the

notation so that DiQDs and DtQD4. But since LQKi we have, also by (4.2),

D3QDi. Hence Dx and D3 are identical. We denote the bounding circuit of

Dx by P4. In Figure III, DA is the shaded region.

We select an edge E" of P4 —P according to the following rules. If there

is a bridge P over P< which meets P2 and has a vertex in common with

P4 —P, then by (4.5) there is only one such bridge. Moreover by (4.1) B has
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Fig. Ill

only one vertex, b say, in common with K4 — L. In this case we choose E"

as an edge of K4 — L incident with b. If there is no such bridge B any member

of Kt — L may be taken as E".

By (S.l) there is a circuit Q of G such that QEV(G, L, E"). We denote
the residual domains of Q by Ri and Ri, adjusting the notation so that

D1QR1 and DiQD4QR2. (See (4.2).)

A bridge B of Q in G is singular if it satisfies one of the following condi-

tions:

(i) w(B)>3,

(ii) B meets Ki or K~i, and w(B)^2. In the latter case we have w(B)>2,

by (3.1).

Lemma I. A singular bridge B of Q is a bridge over Ri. It satisfies p(B,

Q — L)^2 and q(B, Q —Z,) = 2. Moreover if it meets Ki it satisfies p(B, Q — L)

SI.

Proof. We discuss first the case in which Bf\Ki has an edge not belonging

to K4. Then B is over i?2, since it meets Ki. By (2.4) there is a bridge B' over

Dt which meets K2 and satisfies B'QB. Now p(B', Kt-L)=0 or 1, by (4.1).
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Then by the choice of E" any common vertex of B' and K4 — L is a vertex of

Q. So in each case B' is Q-bounded and therefore identical with B. Hence

p(B,Q-L) = 1. Since B is singular it follows that w(B) =3 and q(B, Q-L)^2.

In the remaining case B meets K4 if it meets Ki. So by the definitions of

Q and B the relations w(B)>3 and p(B, Q — L)^3 hold if B does not meet

Xi or K4, and the relations w(B)>2 and £(5, (?-L) = 2 hold if B meets #1

or K4. In each case 5 has a vertex x which is an internal vertex of L. Let A

be an edge of B incident with x.

a E

Fig. IV

Suppose B is over i?i. Then A meets D\. By (2.4) there is a bridge 5i

over Di such that ^4£SiC:5. By (4.1), w(5i) = l. Hence 5i is ^-bounded

and therefore identical with B. But this is impossible since w(B)^3. We

deduce that B is over i?j.

If B meets Kt we may now suppose B(~\KiQK4. The argument used in

this case is illustrated by Figure IV, in which the outer circuit represents K4.

There must be an arc-graph Wof BC\Ki whose ends, y and z say, are vertices

of attachment of B. We adjust the notation so that either y ==a or y separates

a and z in | K4— L\. Let N be the arc-graph of K4 with ends x and y which

includes E. By (2.1) there is a transversal M of K4 over D4 with ends x and y.

Let T be the residual domain of the circuit M\JN contained in D4. Then

DtQT, by (4.2). But this is impossible since the boundary point z of Z>2 be-

longs neither to T nor to its boundary M\JN.

Last, suppose B does not meet Ki. As A meets D4 there is a bridge B' over

Z>4 such that AElB'QB. If each vertex of attachment of B' is a vertex of ()
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we find that B' = B. Then p(B, Q-L)=p(B', P*-P)^l by (4.1). Since
w(B) ?t3 we then have q(B, Q — L)^2. If instead B' has a vertex of attach-

ment z which is not a vertex of Q then B includes the two edges of P4 in-

cident with z. So in this case p(B, Q—L) = 2. But w(B)>3 since B does not

meet K%. Hence q(B, Q — L)^2. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let B be any singular bridge of Q. By Lemma I, q(B, Q — L) ^2. Hence
there is a unique arc-graph P(P) of P— {p, P'} whose ends are vertices of B

and whose vertices include all vertices of B which are internal vertices of P.

Clearly P(P) is a union of segments of Q determined by P. We say that a

bridge B' of Q distinct from B is enclosed by B if one of its vertices is an

internal vertex of L(B).

If B' is enclosed by P then all the vertices of attachment of B' are

vertices of L(B). If B' is over P2 this is a consequence of (4.4). If B' is over

Pi we prove it as follows. There is an edge 4 of B' incident with an internal

vertex x of L(B). This edge must meet Pi. By (2.4) there is a bridge B" over

Pi such that AGB" QB'. By (4.1) x is the only vertex of attachment of B".

But then B" is Q-bounded and so identical with B'.

If B encloses another singular bridge B' then B' does not enclose B. For

otherwise the above results, in conjunction with (4.4) would make P(P)

identical with L(B') and a segment of Q determined by both B and B'.

We deduce that there exists a set S= {Pi, • • • , Bk] of singular bridges

of Q such that no member of B encloses another and each singular bridge of

Q is enclosed by some member of B.

For each BiGB we define the corresponding singularity Zi of Q as the

union of P„ P(P.) and all the bridges of Q enclosed by P,-.

The singularities Z, and Z, corresponding to two distinct members P, and

Bj of B have no edge in common. For suppose they have a common edge A.

If A GL then the bridge of Q containing A must be enclosed by both Bi and

Bj. In this case some internal vertex of L(Bi) is a vertex of L(B,) and so these

two arc-graphs have a common edge. We may therefore suppose A GL(Bi)

C\L(B,). Since neither of P, and Bj encloses the other the arc-graphs L(Bi)

and L(Bj) have the same ends and are therefore identical. Moreover P(P.)

is a segment of Q determined by both Bi and Bj. If w(Bt)>2 this segment

includes as vertices all the vertices of attachment of Bj, by (4.4), and there-

fore w(Bj) =2. This contradicts our assumption that Bi and Bj are both singu-

lar bridges.

For each BiGB any edge of G incident with an internal vertex of L(Bj)

is necessarily an edge of Z,. Hence the vertices of attachment of Z< are the

common vertices of P, and Q — L(Bj). We define the norm Z oi Q as the set

of all edges oi G — Q which do not belong to any singularity of Q. Each vertex

of attachment of Z is a vertex of Q not an internal vertex of any of the arc-

graphs L(Bj).
For each singularity Z< we write d^Q^JZi. Since GtQG we have GiGY.
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Lemma II. Each Gi has a circuit Qt with the following properties:

(i) Q-L(Bi)CQ<,
(ii) If C is a bridge of Qt in Gi then w(C) =3. Moreover if C meets Ki or Ki

then w(C) = 2.

Proof. We denote the ends of L(Bi) by b and V in such a way that b

separates V from the end a in the arc-graph L. We write L = Q — L(Bt) and

denote by U the edge of L incident with b.

-► b>

Fig. V

<
The only bridges over i?i in G, are the bridges over Ri in G which are en-

closed by Bf. We have seen that each such bridge has attachment-number 1.

Hence by (3.2) no circuit of Gi containing U has an edge meeting Ri. It fol-

lows that i?i is a terminal domain of U and of L in Gi. Let the terminal do-

mains of U and L contained in i?2 be F2 and F4 respectively and let their

bounding circuits be Pj and P4 respectively. By (4.2) we have DiQFt since

Pi must include all the edges of L between a and 6. In Figure V the shaded

region represents F4.

By (4.3), P4 = LKJM, where M is a transversal of Q over i?2 with ends b

and b'. Since «i(Z) = 2 it follows from (5.1) that for each edge U" of M we

can find a circuit Qi of G,- having the following properties.

(1) Q-L(Bt)QQi.

(2) If C is a bridge of Qt in d then p(C, (?, —Z) S3.

Moreover if C meets Q or P4 then p(C, Qi— Z) =2.
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(3) U" G Q<.

In Figure V the thick lines form a circuit satisfying these conditions.

We shall show that we can always choose U" so that Qi necessarily satis-

fies condition (ii) of the lemma. First however we establish some properties

of Qi which hold for all choices of U".
We denote the residual domains of Qi by Si and Sj so that PiCSi and

S2CP2. We have FtQSi, by (4.2).
Let C be any bridge of Qi in G,. If it meets P2 then since P2CF4 it meets

either P4 or a bridge C over P4 in G,-. In the latter case C has at most one

vertex of attachment which is not an internal vertex of L, by (4.1). But if

w(C') = l in Gi it is clear that w(C')^l in G, which is contrary to (3.2).

Hence C meets either P4 or a bridge C over P4 in G, such that w(C') ^ 2 and

at least one vertex of attachment of C is an internal vertex of L. In the latter

case we must have C'QC.

A similar argument in which L, P4 and P4 are replaced by { U], P2 and

Pj respectively shows that if C meets Kt it also meets P2. Analogously if C

meets Pi it also meets Q.

If no vertex of C is an internal vertex of L we have p(C, Qi— L) =w(C).

Then by (2) and the above results C must satisfy condition (ii).

Suppose C is over Si and has an internal vertex of L as a vertex. It does

not meet Kt since P2CS2. It has an edge 4 incident with an internal vertex

of L. This edge must meet Pi. So by (2.4) there is a bridge C over Pi such

that AGC'QC. Then w(C') =1 by (4.1). Hence C is 0>bounded and there-
fore C=C. Thus w(C) = 1. Further C does not meet Q and therefore does not

meet Pi. Hence it satisfies (ii).

It remains only to show that we can choose U" so that (ii) is satisfied

whenever C is a bridge over S2 satisfying q(C, Qi— P) 2; 1.

Suppose£(P<, Q — L) =0. Then there is no bridge Cover Qiin G<satisfying

a(C, Qi— L)^i for any choice of U". Hence (ii) is satisfied for any choice of

U".
Next suppose p(Bit Q — L) = 1. We denote the common vertex of Bi and

Q — L by x. It is the only internal vertex of L which is a vertex of Z,. It sepa-

rates L into two disjoint arc-graphs, Li with ends b and x and Lt with ends

x and V. (See Figure VI.)
Now all circuits of Gi having U as an edge must contain Li. Hence the

terminal domain of Li contained in P2 is P2. By (4.3) we have Pn=Li\JM',

where M' is a transversal of Q over P2 with ends b and x. Let y be the last

vertex of M', counting from b, which is a vertex of M, and let T be the arc-

graph of M' with ends x and y. Then T is a transversal of P4 over P4. By

(2.2) it is a subset of a bridge C" of P4 over P4 in Gi. By (4.1) y is the only

common vertex of C" and M. Thus w(C") =2. Further y is an internal vertex

of M. For otherwise C" would be a bridge of Q in G, distinct from P, and not
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y^->b

Is

Fig. VI

enclosed by B(. It would therefore not be a subset of G,. Accordingly y sepa-

rates M into two disjoint arc-graphs, Mi with ends b and y and Mi with ends

y and b'.
Let F be the residual domain of the circuit LJUTKJMi contained in F2.

Then F2CFCF4. But if an edge A of M' meets F it is an edge of a transversal

M" of P4 over F4 whose ends are vertices of M. This is impossible by (2.2)

and (4.1). We deduce that F = F2. Hence P2 = ZiUFWAfi.
We choose U" as an edge of M incident with y. Then y is a vertex of Qi.

Hence C" is a bridge of Qi. Since w(C") =2 it satisfies (ii).

Let C be any bridge over S2 in Gt- such that q(C, Qi— L) = 1, that is, hav-

ing x as a vertex. Applying (2.4) we find that there is a bridge B over F4 in

Gt which is a subset of C and which has x as a vertex. Then w(B) = 2 by (4.1).

If each vertex of attachment of B is a vertex of Qt we have B = C. Then C

satisfies (ii) since B meets P2 = L1UTVJM1 only if B = C". Suppose however

that B has a vertex of attachment z which is not a vertex of Qi. If z is an

internal vertex of Mi then \B\ meets F2. It follows that B is a bridge over F2,

by the corollary to (2.4). But this is impossible by (4.1) since w(B) =2. We

deduce that z is an internal vertex of Mt. Then C meets Mi and so p(C,

Qi—L) = 2, by (2). Hence w(Q =3. Further the three vertices of attachment

of C must be x and two vertices of Mt. There can be no further vertex of

attachment of C which is a vertex of Mi and therefore C does not meet Mi.
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Since C is not C" it follows that C does not meet P2 and therefore does not

meet Ki. Again condition (ii) is satisfied.

By Lemma I there remains only the case in which p(Bi, Q — L) —2. In this

case we denote the common vertices of Bi and Q—L by x and y so that x

separates b and y in L. Then x and y are the only vertices of Zi which are

internal vertices of L.

A vertex t of M is x-linked (y-[inked) if there is a transversal of Pt over

F4 in Gi with ends x and t (y and t). Now if / is an x-linked and u a y-linked

vertex of M then t and x do not separate u and y in |P4| by (4.1). Further

M has at least one internal vertex. For otherwise M would be a bridge of Q

in G distinct from J5, and not enclosed by Bt, contrary to the definition of Gi.

It follows that there is an internal vertex z of M separating M into two dis-

joint arc-graphs, Mi with ends b and z and Af2 with ends z and &', in such a

way that all the x-linked vertices of M are vertices of Mi and all the y-linked

vertices of M are vertices of Mi. (See Figure VII.)

b

a'     E,

Fig. VII

Having found such a vertex z we choose U" to be incident with z. Then

z is a vertex of Qi.

Let C be any bridge over S2 in G< such that g(C, Q<— Z) = 1. Then either

x or y is a vertex of C. If x is a vertex of C we find by (2.4) that there is a

bridge B over Ft in G,- which is a subset of C and has x as a vertex. Then

w(B) =3 by (4.1). If each vertex of attachment of B is a vertex of Qi we have

5 = C. If instead 5 has a vertex of attachment / which is not a vertex of (?,

then / is an internal vertex of Mi, since it is an x-linked vertex of M by (2.1).

Hence either w(C) S3 or Mi and C have a common edge. Similarly if y is a

vertex of C we find that either w(C) S 3 or C meets Af2.
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Assume m»(C)2i4. Then C meets either Mi or M2 and therefore p(C,

Qi— L) =2 by (2). Accordingly both x and y must be vertices of C. But then

C meets both M\ and Mi. Hence at least two vertices of Mi and at least two

vertices of Mi are vertices of attachment of C. This is impossible since

P(C, Qi— L) =2 and the arc-graphs Mi and Mi have only one common ver-

tex.

We deduce that w(C) ^3. Now each edge of C incident with x or y must

belong to P,-, by the definition of G*. But BiC\C is O;t-bounded since C does

not meet Q (because S2CP2). Hence Bi(~\C=C and so CQBi. Hence by

Lemma I, C does not meet P2. Accordingly C satisfies (ii).

We have now verified that if U" is suitably chosen the circuit Qi must

satisfy condition (ii). The lemma now follows from (1).

We obtain a planar graph / from Q by replacing the arc-graph L(Bj) by

the arc-graph Qi— L in each of the singularities Z,. It is easily verified that

/ is a circuit of G having all the vertices of attachment of the singularities Zt

and the norm Z of Q as vertices.

Let P be any bridge of / in G. Then P meets W, where W is either Z or

one of the singularities Z, of Q. In each case WC\B is /-bounded, whence it

follows that BQW. If W = Z this means that B is a nonsingular bridge of Q

in G. Then w(B)^3, and w(B) =2 if B meets Px or P2. If W = Z{ then B is a

bridge of Qi in G, and we apply Lemma 11 to obtain the same result.

It follows that Theorem I is true for the planar graph G. Since G may be

any member of Y we have YQX, as required.

Theorem I now follows by induction. For we have seen that it is trivially

true if «i(G) ^ 1. And if it is true for all planar graphs with n or fewer edges

it is also true for those with « + l, since such graphs belong to yand therefore,

by (5.2), to X.

6. Hamiltonian circuits. Using (3.2) and (4.1) we see that if K is a terminal

circuit of an edge P of a planar graph G and if E' is another edge of K then

K is also a terminal circuit of E'. Accordingly we speak of the terminal cir-

cuits of the edges of G simply as the terminal circuits of G.

Theorem II. Let G be any 4-connected planar graph having at least two

edges. Then G has a Hamiltonian circuit. Moreover if no two edges of G have both

ends in common, and if E and E' are distinct edges of the same terminal circuit

of G, then there is a Hamiltonian circuit of G having both E and E' as edges.

Proof. We suppose first that no two edges of G have both ends in com-

mon. Let E and E' be distinct edges of a terminal circuit K of G. There is

a circuit J oi G satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem I. If each

bridge of / in G has just one edge, of which both ends are vertices of /, then

J is a Hamiltonian circuit of G having E and E' as edges. If not it follows

from (3.5) and the restriction on G that <xi(J) =3, that there is only one bridge

of J in G, and that this bridge has attachment-number 3. But by (4.3) the
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bridge must meet a terminal circuit of E. This is impossible by condition (iii)

of Theorem I.

To prove the first part of the theorem we observe that G has at least one

circuit, by (3.3). If G has only two vertices each circuit of G is a Hamiltonian

circuit. Accordingly we assume «o(G) = 3. If we remove some edge of G which

has the same ends as some other we obtain from G another 4-connected planar

graph with the same vertices. Repeating this operation sufficiently often we

obtain a 4-connected planar graph H in which no two edges have both ends

in common, and which has the same vertices as G. Since «o(G)=3 we have

ai(H) = 2. Hence by (3.3) H has a circuit and therefore a terminal circuit. So

by the result already proved H has a Hamiltonian circuit /. This is also a

Hamiltonian circuit of G.

Hassler Whitney's theorem [2 ] corresponds to the special case of Theorem

II in which each terminal circuit has just three edges.

7. A note on the four colour conjecture. It is a commonplace of the theory

of map-colourings that any map defined by a planar graph having a Hamil-

tonian circuit can be coloured in four colours. The regions in one residual

domain of the circuit can be coloured alternately red and blue and those in

the other alternately green and yellow. So we can now assert that the Four

Colour Conjecture is true for all maps defined by 4-connected planar graphs.

Unfortunately the maps of most interest are defined by planar graphs in

which the degree of each vertex is 3. If such a planar graph has 5 or more

vertices it is not 4-connected, by (3.4). Little is known about conditions for

the existence of a Hamiltonian circuit in a planar graph G of this kind, except

that it is not sufficient for G to be 3-connected [l ].
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